Automated Universal Language Translation
MULTI-NATIONAL FORTUNE 500 CORPORATION
EASILY TRANSLATES 1000’s OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE
DOCUMENTS INTO ENGLISH IN UNDER A WEEK
Like most large corporations, Valora’s Fortune 200 client has offices and personnel all over
the world. Conducting business on a truly global scale means managing documents and files
in dozens of languages. With litigation support centralized in the United States, however, this
client had a real need to bring document content onto a “level playing field.” That meant
converting foreign content to English. Expecting to hire a translation agency and pay many
hundreds of thousands of dollars for manual translation, they contacted Valora for a better
solution.
Valora’s Project Manager quickly arranged a demonstration with the client to show them how
the AutoTranslation process works. After seeing the demonstration, the client immediately
agreed that this was the most cost-effective and efficient way to proceed. The client was
flabbergasted when Valora’s AutoTranslation quote was less than 1/10th what they had been
quoted for traditional (manual) translation!

Using Valora’s PowerHouse AutoServices Engine, Valora quickly and
easily AutoTranslated several thousand documents from Spanish, French,
German and Japanese into English in under a week. Covering file types
ranging from email and other correspondence (faxes, memos, letters, etc.)
to charts, spreadsheets and graphics, Valora’s AutoTranslation service
created a single, English-language baseline for all further analysis.
Once documents and files were in English, Valora was able to apply other
automated services to the once-mixed population, supplying additional
services, such as NearDuplicates, AutoIndexing and AutoRedaction.

With nearly all corporations today doing business in multiple countries and
cultures, foreign language documents are a real and frequent concern for
litigation, compliance, records retention and information governance.
AutoTranslation helps managers, attorneys, and auditors alike easily
review information stemming from foreign sources. Since AutoTranslation
is accomplished in near real-time, there is no longer a need to delay
actions while waiting for content to be translated by specialists. Rapid
decision-making, sometimes even automated decision-making, combined
with far lower costs make AutoTranslation an irresistible choice for
assessing and managing document content in a global world.
What’s the Colorful Map at the Top of the Page?
The colorful map at the top of this page is called a “Language Map.” It maps
the most common world languages spoken by country. For example, red is
English and blue is Spanish. Can you guess what orange is? [Arabic.]

Over 65 World
Languages Supported
• English, Irish, Latin
• Spanish, French,
Italian, Portuguese,
Basque, Catalan
• German, Polish,
Hungarian
• Hindi, Indonesian
• Hebrew, Arabic, Farsi
• Chinese, Japanese,
Korean, Thai,
Vietnamese,
Cambodian
• Swedish, Finnish,
Dutch, Norwegian,
Icelandic, Danish
• Greek, Russian,
Czech, Albanian,
Croatian
• Bengali, Afrikaans
• And more…

